**HYDRO-DYNAMICS** (Bulletins 1-NN / Green)
- Panel HS-1 Hull Loadings
- Panel M-15 Power Plant Economics
- Panel M-37 Maritime Economics

**HULL STRUCTURE** (Bulletins 2-NN / Red)
- Panel HS-2 Installation Procedures
- Panel M-20 Machinery Vibration

**SHIPS MACHINERY** (Bulletins 3-NN / Blue)
- Panel M-25 Performance of Ship Machinery Materials
- Panel M-49 HVAC

**OPERATIONS, SAFETY, AND ECONOMICS** (Bulletins 4-NN / Pink)
- Panel O-9 Robustness Checks for Floating Systems
- Panel SD-11 Post Incident Safety Assurance

**SHIP DESIGN** (Bulletins 5-NN / Olive)
- Panel SD-3 Total Ship Energy Efficiency

**SHORESIDE ENGINEERING** (Bulletins 6-NN / DarkGreen)
- Panel EC-13 Emergent Engineering Technologies
- Panel EC-3 Merchant/Commercial

**ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERING** (Bulletins 7-NN / Grey)
- Panel EC-17 Enhanced Environmental Technologies

**MARINE FORENSICS** (Bulletins 8-NN / Purple)
- Panel MF-1 Forensic Engineering

**SMALL CRAFT**
- Panel SC-1 Planing Craft

**SHIP PRODUCTION**
- Panel SP-1 Environmental

**AD HOC PANELS AND SUBCOMMITTEES**
- Panel EC-14 Environmental Subcommittees

**Note:** Shading indicates not currently active based on input from Committees and Panel Chairs.

*Updated:
- 13 Apr 18 Based on Panel activity, Committee and Panel Chair input as of 31 Dec 17
- 12 Apr 18 Put Committee order left to right to match Bulletin numbering, added color code
- 13 Apr 18 Marked HS-2 inactive per HSC Chair
- 01 Jun 18 Updated active Panels based on Chair input during T&RSC Meeting 23 May 18
- 26 Jul 18 Updated active status of Panels H-7 and H-10 based on Panel Chair input